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ABSTRACT Backscatter communication has received considerable attention for future Internet-of-things
(IoT) designed with battery-free devices. To support massive connectivity of such energy-constrained IoT
devices, a monostatic multiantenna backscatter communication network (MBCN) with beamforming has
emerged, for which reliable channel estimation is indispensable. This paper tackles backscatter and forward
channel estimation problems for a monostatic MBCN in a generalized fading model, where the optimal
minimum mean square error (MMSE) solutions are too intricate to derive due to the cascaded backscatter
channel. After deriving the linear MMSE (LMMSE) estimator of the backscatter channel in the generalized
fading model, we propose learning-based estimators based on the fast and flexible convolutional neural
network (FFDNet) toward the optimal solution. We also propose a deep neural network (DNN) with a
customized loss function that estimates the forward channel coefficients directly from the backscattered
signal. The results show that the proposed FFDNet-based estimator for the backscatter channel reduces the
MSE of the LMMSE estimator by a factor of two and three. In addition, the DNN-based estimator for the
forward channel is shown to reduce the pilot overhead up to by half when compared with the conventional
estimator.

INDEX TERMS Backscatter communication, channel estimation, deep learning, linear minimum mean
square error, multiple antennas

I. INTRODUCTION

BACKSCATTER communication has been reemerged
as one of key enabling technologies for sustain-

able Internet-of-things (IoT) supporting massive energy-
constrained devices proliferating everywhere [1]–[4]. A
backscatter device (BD) modulates its data by reflecting an
incident carrier from another source instead of generating its
own carrier, which alleviates a large portion of power con-
sumption at active radio frequency (RF) circuits in generating
a carrier [1]. In this way, BDs are kept sustainable for a long
period without battery replacement or even without a battery.
Backscatter communication is now evolving from low rate
applications like RF identification to high-performance IoT
applications by addressing coding, high order modulation,
and multiple access schemes [5]–[7].

Backscatter communication networks (BCNs) have
emerged in various forms according to a source generating

a carrier and a reader demodulating a backscattered signal.
Monostatic BCNs embed a source and a reader in the same
entity [8]–[17] whilst bistatic and ambient BCNs embed them
in different entities [18]–[22]; A bistatic BCN deploys its
own source dedicated to that BCN [18], [22] but an ambient
BCN utilizes a nearby transmitter deployed for another
service as its carrier source [19]–[21]. Each BCN type has
its own pros and cons so that it has been developed in a way
of making good use of its advantages.

The monostatic BCN, of our concern, is prone to a cen-
tralized communication with multiple devices similar to a
cellular network [8], [10], [13]–[17]. Thus, a hybrid access
point (HAP) of a monostatic BCN sending a carrier as well
as receiving its backscatterd signal has evolved to support
multiple BDs through various multiple access schemes. In
particular, multiple antennas at the HAP were shown to
elevate the energy and rate transfer by optimizing transmit
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beamforming for carrier transmission and receive beamform-
ing for backscatter demodulation [8], [13], [14], [17].

For receive beamforming and coherent demodulation, the
HAP needs to estimate the backscatter channel that is formed
by multiplying the forward channel from the HAP to a
BD and the reverse channel from the BD to the HAP.
To implement transmit beamforming, the HAP requires the
channel state information (CSI) on the forward channel. In
a BCN, it is desirable for channel estimation to be per-
formed at the HAP rather than at an energy constrained BD
that would suffer from inevitable power consumption for
channel estimation and CSI feedback. Channel estimation
at the HAP can be accomplished by transmitting a pilot-
embedded carrier to a BD and estimating the channels from
the backscattered pilot signal [8], [12], [14], [15]. For a full-
duplex monostatic BCN with channel reciprocity, model-
based channel estimators were studied for the backscatter and
forward channels with full and reduced pilot overhead [12],
[14], [15]; the least square (LS) and linear minimum mean
square error (LMMSE) criteria were adopted for backscatter
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) channel estimation
and eigen-decomposition (EVD) of a backscatter channel
estimate followed by decorrelation was proposed for forward
channel estimation. However, the studies were limited to the
simplest forward channel model of uncorrelated Rayleigh
fading.

Recently, learning-based channel estimators have been
studied to provide solutions competitive to model-based ones
without resorting to tedious mathematical computation and
prior statistical information [23]–[30]. On the one hand, deep
neural networks (DNNs) have been applied to estimate the
channel coefficients of MIMO systems [23]–[25]. On the
other hand, deep denoising networks based on convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) have been applied for channel es-
timation in various wireless communication systems [26]–
[30]. Denoising CNN (DnCNN) [31] or fast and flexible
denoising CNN (FFDNet) [32] were applied to estimate cell-
free massive MIMO channels [26], visible light commu-
nication channels [27], intelligent reflecting surface (IRS)-
assisted fading channels [28], [30], and ambient backscatter
communication networks [29]. The studies have shown that
the deep denoising networks reduce the channel estimation
errors effectively. In particular, the FFDNet was favored in
[26], [27], [30] owing to its robustness to different noise
levels.

This paper considers channel estimation problems for a
monostatic multiantenna BCN in a generalized fading model,
where the backcatter MIMO channel is constructed by mul-
tiplying a correlated Rician fading vector and its transpose.
In this case, the cascaded backcatter MIMO channel exhibits
a complicated non-Gaussian distribution with which the opti-
mal MMSE estimator is almost intractable as noted in another
form of cascaded channels [29], [30]. This paper extends
model-based suboptimal estimators proposed for backscatter
and forward channels in [12] to fit in with a generalized
channel model and explores deep learning solutions for a

better performance. The major contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

• We derive the LMMSE backscatter channel estimator
in an explicit form by analyzing the statistics of the
backscatter MIMO channel formed by cascading an
identical spatially correlated Rician fading vector. This
channel is more complicated than those of the cas-
caded channels formed by multiplying two independent
Rayleigh fading channel vectors in [29], [30].

• To find a better solution, we apply the FFDNet [32]
to denoise the LS backscatter channel estimate without
knowing the channel statistics. In addition, we propose a
modified FFDNet for an enhanced backscatter channel
estimator by exploiting the symmetric property of the
backscatter MIMO channel.

• Finally, we propose a DNN-based forward channel es-
timator which maps from the backscatter signal to the
forward channel estimate directly and adopts a cus-
tomized loss function designed by taking into account
the sign ambiguity in estimation. The DNN-based for-
ward channel estimator outperforms the model-based
two-step channel estimators with a larger gain at less
pilot overhead and more noisy channel.

Notation: The set of n ×m complex-valued (real-valued)
matrices is denoted by Cn×m (Rn×m). The n × m matrix
with all-zero (all-one) entries is denoted by 0n×m (1n×m).
The n× n identity matrix is denoted by In. We use vec(A),
tr(A), ∥A∥F , A−1, A†, and [A]i,j to denote the vec-
torization, trace, Frobenius norm, inverse, pseudo-inverse,
and (i, j)th element of matrix A, respectively. In addition,
λmax(A) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of matrix A
and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices. We
use ℜ{·} and ℑ{·} to denote the real and imaginary parts,
respectively. We also use E[·] for the expectation, CN (µ,Λ)
for the complex Gaussian distribution with mean vector µ
and covariance matrix Λ, and ∼ for “distributed as”.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a monostatic BCN, where a multiantenna HAP
serves single-antenna BDs as depicted in Fig. 1(a). The HAP
equipped with M antennas operates in full-duplex; each
antenna of the HAP excites a carrier signal and, simulta-
neously, receives a signal reflected by a BD. We assume
the ideal full-duplex operation with perfect self-interference
cancellation at the decoupler as in the other literature [8]–
[17]. The forward channel from the HAP to the BD of our
concern is described by

√
ωhT , where ω denotes the path

loss and h = [h1, h2, · · · , hM ]T represents the small-scale
fading components subject to E[|hm|2] = 1. The reverse
channel from the BD to the HAP is given by

√
ωh under

the assumption that the channel reciprocity holds.
The small-scale fading is modeled by spatially correlated

Rician fading as [33]

h =

√
Ko

Ko + 1
hLoS +

√
1

Ko + 1
hNLoS, (1)
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FIGURE 1. Full-duplex monostatic BCN with a multiantenna HAP and
single-antenna BDs: (a) system model (b) frame structure.

where hLoS represent the deterministic line-of-sight (LoS)
component subject to ∥hLoS∥2 = M , hNLoS denotes the ran-
dom non-LoS (NLoS) one subject to E[tr(hNLoSh

H
NLoS)] =

M , and Ko is the Rician factor reflecting the power fraction
of the LoS to NLoS components. The channel in (1) can be
rewritten as

h = µh + h̃ ∼ CN (µh,Ch), (2)

where µh =
√

Ko

Ko+1hLoS , h̃ =
√

1
Ko+1hNLoS ∼

CN (0M×1,Ch), and Ch = E[(h − µh)(h − µh)
H ] is

the covariance matrix of h. The channel is invariant over a
time frame consisting of a channel estimation phase and a
subsequent data phase shown in Fig. 1(b).

In the channel estimation phase, the HAP transmits N
pilot symbols over M antennas for each BD at transmit
power P . The transmit signal can be expressed as

√
Psn for

n = 1, 2, · · · , N , where sn ∈ CM×1 is the pilot symbol
vector subject to ∥sn∥2 = 1. The number of pilot symbols
can be chosen as N = M for full pilot overhead or as
N < M for reduced pilot overhead. The BD reflects the
incident pilot signal

√
PωhTsn with the reflection power

coefficient βc ∈ (0, 1], which leads the received signal at the
HAP as follows [9]–[17]:

rn =
√
Pω2βchh

Tsn + zn ∈ CM×1, (3)

where zn ∼ CN (0M×1, σ
2
0IM ) is the noise vector at the

HAP with variance σ2
0 for each component. We rewrite the

received signal (3) in a matrix form after normalization as

Y =
1√

Pω2βc

[r1, r2, · · · , rN ] = GS +W , (4)

where G = hhT ∈ CM×M is the backscatter chan-
nel matrix, S = [s1, s2, · · · , sN ] ∈ CM×N is the pilot
symbol matrix, and W = [w1,w2, · · · ,wN ] ∈ CM×N

with wn = 1√
Pω2βc

zn is the scaled noise matrix. Note

that wn ∼ CN (0M×1, σ
2IM ), where the noise variance is

given by the inverse of the end-to-end SNR γ = Pω2βc

σ2
0

as
σ2 = 1/γ.

As in [12], we construct the pilot signal matrix S with N×
N orthogonal matrix SN ∈ CN×N as S = ENSN , where

EN = [IN 0N×(M−N)]
T . Without a loss of generality, we

may set SN = IN with which (4) becomes

Y = GN +W , (5)

where

GN = GEN =


h2
1 h1h2 · · · h1hN

h2h1 h2
2 · · · h2hN

...
...

. . .
...

hMh1 hMh2 · · · hMhN

 . (6)

corresponds to the M×N submatrix of G. In [12], [14], [15],
the truncated backscatter channel GN was estimated through
the LS and LMMSE criteria when the forward channel under-
goes uncorrelated Rayleigh fading as h ∼ CN (0M×1, IM ).
The forward channel h was also estimated from ĜN through
EVD and additional decorrelation for reduced pilot overhead
in [12].

We generalize the model-based channel estimators [12],
[14], [15] to be fitted into the correlated Rician fading. We
then propose learning-based estimators for both backsatter
and forward channels to improve the performance through
denoising and unified approximation.

III. BACKSCATTER CHANNEL ESTIMATION
This section provides model-based and learning-based
backscatter channel estimators in the generalized channel
model.

A. MODEL-BASED ESTIMATION
The optimal MMSE estimator of GN from the observation
(5) is given by the conditional expectation as [34]

Ĝmmse
N = E[GN |Y ]. (7)

The entries of the backscatter channel GN as shown in
(6) are multiplications of two correlated complex Gaussian
random variables that are not Gaussian anymore. Thus, the
conditional distribution of GN given Y is intricate to derive
and so is the optimal MMSE estimator. Instead, we consider
suboptimal linear estimators in the generalized fading.

The LS estimator that is independent of the channel statis-
tics can be applicable to any fading model. With (5), the LS
estimator of GN is simply given by

Ĝls
N = argmin

GN

∥Y −GN∥F = Y (8)

that leads to the MSE

MSEĜls
N
= E[∥GN −Gls

N∥2F ] = MNσ2. (9)

The LMMSE estimator of GN depending on the channel
statistics can be derived by analyzing the first and second
statistics of the backscatter channel in a vector form. For this
purpose, let us express the received signal in a vector form as

y = vec(Y ) = gN +w, (10)
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where gN = vec(GN ) and w = vec(W ) ∼
CN (0MN×1, σ

2IMN ). The LMMSE backscatter channel
estimator of gN is then expressed as [34]

ĝlm
N = µgN +CgN (CgN + σ2IMN )−1(y − µgN ), (11)

where µgN = E[gN ] and CgN = E[(gN − µgN )(gN −
µgN )H ]. The MSE of the LMMSE estimator (11) is also
given by

MSEĝlmN
= tr

((
C†

gN
+ 1

σ2 IMN

)−1
)
, (12)

which is the minimum MSE value among the linear backscat-
ter channel estimators.

For the analytical expression of (11) and (12), we obtain
µgN and CgN by taking the MN × 1 subvector of µg and
NM ×NM submatrix of Cg, respectively, where the mean
vector µg and covariance matrix Cg of g = vec(hhT ) are
derived in explicit forms in Appendix A as follows:

µg = vec(µhµ
T
h) (13)

and

Cg = Mh ⊗Ch +Ch ⊗Mh +Ch ⊗Ch

+TM2 [Mh ⊗Ch +Ch ⊗Mh +Ch ⊗Ch], (14)

where Mh = µhµ
H
h , ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, and

TM2 is the M2 × M2 communication matrix having one at
the ((p − 1)M + q, (q − 1)M + p)th entry for p, q ∈ M ≜
{1, 2, · · · ,M} while having zero elsewhere. In a special case
of a correlated Rayleigh fading with Ko = 0, we have µg =
0M2 and

Cg = (IM2 + TM2)(Ch ⊗Ch). (15)

B. LEARNING-BASED ESTIMATION
As an attempt to find a backscatter channel estimator closer
to the optimal one, we apply the FFDNet [32] used for image
denoising by regarding the backscatter channel GN as a two-
dimensional image. The FFDNet is a CNN-based denoising
architecture to be made robust to different noise levels and
has been applied to the channel estimation problems success-
fully [26], [27], [30]. Motivated by these recent works, we
apply the existing FFDNet architecture directly to backscatter
channel estimation and look for a more appropriate adapta-
tion of the FFDNet to the symmetric backscatter channel.

Fig. 2(a) illustrates the FFDNet architecture applied to the
backscatter channel estimator directly. The FFDNet inputs
the received signal Y = GN +W (equivalent to the LS es-
timate of GN ) and outputs the denoised backscatter channel
estimator ĜF

N . The input Y is first expressed in a real-valued
tensor of size M×N×2 by arranging the real and imaginary
parts of the M × N complex entries and is then reshaped
through downsampling into a tensor Y of size M

2 ×N × 4 to
create four channels to comply with the FFDNet input [32].
Additionally, a noise level map Σ of size M

2 × N is input
to the FFDNet, where [Σ]m,n = σ√

2
represents the standard

deviation of the noise in [Y]m,n,c which is assumed to be
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FIGURE 2. CNN-based denoising architectures for backscatter channel
estimation: (a) FFDNet (b) mFFDNet.

identical for c = 1, 2, 3, 4. Hence, the size of the input tensor
is given by M

2 ×N×5. The FFDNet with depth LF processes
the input tensor through a number of convolutional layers;
the first layer consists of convolution operation (Conv2D)
and rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation, each layer of
the subsequent LF − 2 layers consists of Conv2D, batch
normalization (BN), and ReLU activation, and the last layer
consists of Conv2D only. Conv2D is performed with a filter
of kernel size (sl × sl) = (3 × 3) along with zero-padding
to keep the dimension M

2 × N of each feature. The number
of output feature maps is set to be equal as fl = F for
l = 1, 2, · · · , LF − 1 while that of the last layer is given
by fLF = 4 to comply with the output dimensions.

The backscatter channel estimator obtained with the FFD-
Net as in Fig. 2(a) can be expressed as1

ĜF
N = F(Y ,Σ;ΘF ), (16)

where ΘF denotes the set of the FFDNet parameters to
be optimized during the training. With a labelled train data
set {(Y (k),Σ(k),G

(k)
N )}KF

k=1 of KF samples, the FFDNet is
trained offline to minimize the MSE loss function

LF (ΘF ) =
1

KF

KF∑
k=1

∥F(Y (k),Σ(k);ΘF )−G
(k)
N ∥2F . (17)

We next adapt the input and architecture of the FFDNet
as shown in Fig. 2(b), referred to as the modified FFDNet
(mFFDNet) in sequel, to exploit the symmetry property of the
backscatter channel; unlike the IRS channel constructed by
cascading two independent channel vectors, the backscatter
channel constructed as G = hhT satisfies the symmetry
condition of G = GT . For the enhanced input, we obtain

1The complex-valued mathematical expressions Y and ĜN are used for
the input and output of the FFDNet given in tensor forms without a loss of
generality.
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the symmetrically averaged LS estimator Ỹ from the LS
estimator Y of GN as

Ỹ = Φa(Y ), (18)

where Φa(·) denotes the symmetric average operation de-
fined as

Φa(X) = 1
2 (X +XT ) (19)

for X ∈ CM×M and as

[Φa(X)]mn =

{
1
2 ([X]mn + [X]nm), 1 ≤ m,n ≤ N

[X]mn, m > N, n = 1, 2, · · · , N
(20)

for X ∈ CM×N with N < M . Equivalently, we can express
(18) as

Ỹ = GN + W̃ , (21)

where the (m,n)th entry of the symmetrically averaged noise
matrix W̃ is given by

σ̃2
mn =

{
1
2σ

2, m ̸= n,m, n = 1, 2, · · · , N,

σ2, otherwise.
(22)

We rearrange Ỹ into a tensor of size M × N × 2 with
two M × N matrices for the real and imaginary parts of
Ỹ . The M × N noise map Σ̃ for Ỹ is constructed as
[Σ̃]mn = 1√

2
σ̃mn. Thus, (Ỹ , Σ̃) in a tensor of size M×N×3

serves as the input for the mFFDNet. The mFFDNet of depth
LF̃ is constructed in a similar way as the FFDNet except for
the first layer having the input tensor of size M ×N × 3 and
the last layer having fLF̃

= 2 output feature maps to comply
with the output dimensions.

The backscatter channel estimator obtained with the
mFFDNet described in Fig. 2(b) is expressed as

ĜF̃
N = F̃(Ỹ , Σ̃;ΘF̃ ), (23)

where ΘF̃ denotes the set of the mFFDNet parameters to
be optimized during the training. With a labelled train data
set {(Ỹ (k), Σ̃(k),G

(k)
N )}KF̃

k=1, the mFFDNet is trained to
minimize the MSE loss function

LF̃ (ΘF̃ ) =
1

KF̃

KF̃∑
k=1

∥G(k)
N − Φa(Ĝ

F̃,(k)
N )∥2F (24)

with Ĝ
F̃,(k)
N = F̃(Ỹ (k), Σ̃(k);ΘF̃ )).

The trained network, Θ⋆
F for the FFDNet or Θ⋆

F̃ for
the mFFDNet, is implemented at the HAP to estimate the
backscatter channel online in practice.

A time complexity of a CNN-based network was computed
as [35]

O

(
L∑

l=1

nh,lnw,lfl−1s
2
l fl

)
(25)

where L is the number of convolution layers, nw,l and nh,l

are the width and height of the lth layer, s2l is the kernel size,
and fl−1 and fl are the number of input and output feature

maps (channels), respectively. The time complexity of the
FFDNet and mFFDNet backscatter channel estimators is thus
given by

CF = O(4.5MN(9F + (LF − 2)F 2)) (26)

and

CF̃ = O(9MN(5F + (LF̃ − 2)F 2)), (27)

respectively, where the complexity of the mFFDNet is twice
that of the FFDNet when LF = LF̃ and the other conditions
are the same.

IV. FORWARD CHANNEL ESTIMATION
This section presents a model-based forward channel esti-
mator using a backscatter channel estimate and proposes
a learning-based forward channel estimator mapping a re-
ceived signal to a forward channel estimate directly.

A. MODEL-BASED ESTIMATION
We first summarize the model-based forward channel esti-
mator ĥ derived from a backscatter channel estimate ĜN

proposed in [12]. The estimator does not depend on the
channel statistics so that it can be applied in the generalized
fading channel model.

Let us express the forward channel vector as h =
[hT

A hT
B ]

T , where hA = [h1, h2, · · · , hN ]T and hB =
[hN+1, hN+2, · · · , hM ]T ; note that hA = h if N = M .
The backscatter channel is then expressed as

GN =

[
hA
hB

]
hT
A =

[
QA
QB

]
, (28)

where QA = hAh
T
A and QB = hBh

T
A. From the properties

QAh
∗
A = ∥hA∥2hA, (29)

QBh
∗
A = ∥hA∥2hB, (30)

we estimate ĥA and ĥB from an estimate ĜN ≜ [Q̂T
A Q̂T

B ]
T

obtained in the previous section as follows. Firstly, we note
from (29) that[
ℜ{QA} ℑ{QA}
ℑ{QA} −ℜ{QA}

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≜QA

[
ℜ{hA}
ℑ{hA}

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≜hA

= ∥hA∥2
[
ℜ{hA}
ℑ{hA}

]
, (31)

where hA is the eigenvector of QA leading to the maximum
positive eigenvalue. Thus, we obtain ĥA by finding the eigen-
vector leading to the maximum eigenvalue of Q̂A constructed
with Q̂A. From (30), we next obtain ĥB with ĥA as follows:

ĥB =
Q̂Bĥ

∗
A

∥ĥA∥2
. (32)

Remark 1: If the HAP transmits the full pilot symbols as
N = M , we only need to estimate h = hA through EVD.

Remark 2: If the HAP transmits N < M pilot symbols
for reduced overhead, the quality of ĥA would affect the
performance of ĥB.
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FIGURE 3. DNN-based forward channel estimation; (a) DNN architecture (b)
two-step estimation assisted by mFFDNet.

B. LEARNING-BASED ESTIMATION
This subsection provides a DNN-based forward channel esti-
mator that maps a received signal Y to an estimate ĥ directly
without estimating ĜN . The method not only avoids error
propagation incurred with reduced pilot overhead but also
removes additional estimation of GN with channel statistics
or deep learning techniques.

Fig. 3(a) illustrates the DNN architecture accepting
Y for the input 2 and producing ĥ for the output.
The DNN is implemented with real-valued input vector
[ℜ{y}T ℜ{y}T ]T of length 2MN and real-valued output
vector [ℜ{ĥ}T ℜ{ĥ}T ]T of length 2M . The DNN with
depth LD is constructed with LD − 1 fully-connected (FC)
hidden layers with ReLU activation and the output layer
with the linear activation. The number of neurons at each
hidden layer is proportional to the input dimension. The input
and output relationship is described with complex-valued
notation used for model-based estimation as

ĥ = D(Y ;ΘD), (33)

where ΘD represents the set of all parameters of the DNN
performing forward channel estimation.

The loss function for the DNN-based forward channel
estimator is designed by taking into account the sign am-
biguity of the forward channel estimate obtained from the
backscatter channel; the sign information of h can not be
recovered from ĜN since both h and −h lead to the same
backscatter channel G = hhT (or equivalently GN ). In this
regard, we define unsigned square error (USE) as

USE(h, ĥ) = min(||h− ĥ||2, ||h+ ĥ||2) (34)

which is used for a customized loss function. For a training
data set {(Y (k),h(k))}KD

k=1 with KD samples, the mean USE
(MUSE) loss function is computed as

LD(ΘD) =
1

KD

KD∑
k=1

USE(h(k),D(Y (k);ΘD)) (35)

2We use Y instead of Ỹ since both inputs provide indistinguishable
performances that will be shown in performance evaluation.

that is minimized during the training process performed
offline. The optimized DNN Θ⋆

D is then implemented at the
HAP for online forward channel estimation.

To see any possibility of performance improvement, we
may consider a two-step forward channel estimation by con-
catenating the mFFDNet proposed for backscatter channel
estimation with the DNN for forward channel estimation as
in Fig. 3(b). In this case, the DNN is trained with the output
of the mFFDNet as {(ĜF,(k)

N ,h(k))}KD
k=1.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed
channel estimators in correlated Rayleigh and Rician fading.
For Rician fading, the LoS component is set to hLoS =√
Ma(θ0), where

a(θ) = 1√
M
[1, e−j 2πd

λ sin(θ), · · · , e−j
2π(M−1)d

λ sin(θ)]T (36)

is the antenna array response vector of the uniform linear
array with antenna spacing d, wavelength λ, and depar-
ture angle θ [23]. We set d = λ/2 and θ0 = 73◦ in
the following results. The covariance matrix of the NLoS
component is parameterized by correlation coefficient ρ as
[Ch]i,j = 1

Ko+1ρ
|i−j| for i, j ∈ M. The performance is

evaluated in terms of the average end-to-end SNR at the HAP
defined in Section II as γ = 1

σ2 = Pω2βc

σ2
0

.

A. BACKSCATTER CHANNEL ESTIMATION
We first provides the performance of the backscatter chan-
nel estimators designed with mathematical model and deep
learning. For deep learning with FFDNet and mFFDNet, we
set the depth to LF = LF̃ = 15 and the number of output
feature maps to F = 64. In addition, 300, 000, 100, 000, and
100, 000 data samples are used for training, validation, and
test, respectively. The FDDNet and mFFDNet are optimized
through the ADAM optimizer with learning rate 0.001 and
mini-batch size 500. The training process lasts up to 100
epochs with patience in 10 epochs.

The performance of the backscatter channel estimators
is shown in Fig. 4 in terms of the normalized MSE,
1

MNE[∥ĜN −GN∥2F ], when the forward channel undergoes
Rayleigh fading (Ko = 0) with correlation ρ = 0.8. For
M = 8 antennas at the HAP, the number of pilot symbols is
set to N = 8 for full pilot overhead in Fig. 4(a) and N = 2
for reduced pilot overhead in Fig. 4(b). Due to the correlation
in the backscatter channel, a large gain of the LMMSE over
LS estimator is observed in the low SNR region. In addi-
tion, learning-based estimators using FFDNet and mFFD-
Net outperform the LMMSE estimator toward the optimal
MMSE. The mFFDNet provides the best performance using
the noise-reduced input Ỹ instead of Y when M = N = 8
in Fig. 4(a), where the symmetric averaging operation is the
most effective with Ỹ = 1

2 (Y + Y T ). When the number
of pilots is reduced to N = 2 in Fig. 4(b), the normalized
MSE of ĜN increases since the number of observation data
is reduced from 8M to 2M . The gain of mFFDNet over
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FIGURE 4. Normalized MSE of the backscatter channel estimators in
Rayleigh fading with Ko = 0 and ρ = 0.8: (a) (M,N) = (8, 8) (b)
(M,N) = (8, 2).
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FIGURE 5. Normalized MSE of the backscatter channel estimators in Rician
fading with Ko = 2 and ρ = 0.8: (a) (M,N) = (8, 8) (b) (M,N) = (8, 2).

FFDNet is negligible since only two components in GN are
symmetric.

The normalized MSE of ĜN in Rician fading with Ko = 2
and ρ = 0.8 is also shown in Fig. 5 with the other con-
ditions remaining unchanged from Fig. 4. As the Rician
factor increases from Ko = 0 in Fig. 4 to Ko = 2 in
Fig. 5, the performance of the LMMSE and learning-based
estimators gets improved due to the reduced randomness in
the Rician fading. The gain of a learning-based estimator
over the LMMSE one becomes larger as the Rician factor Ko

increases. In particular, the improvement is more significant
in the low SNR region and with reduced pilot overhead since
the LoS component common to all the observed data can help
reduce the noise during the training process.
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FIGURE 6. Performance of the forward channel estimators in Rayleigh fading
channel with Ko = 0 and ρ = 0.8 when M = 8 and N = 2: (a) Normalized
MSE (b) Normalized MUSE.

B. PERFORMANCE OF FORWARD CHANNEL
ESTIMATION
This subsection provides the performance of the model- and
learning-based forward channel estimators in the generalized
fading channel. For the DNN-based estimator, we construct
the network with depth LD = 6 and generate 300, 000,
100, 000, and 100, 000, samples for training, validation, and
test respectively. The DNN is trained using the ADAM opti-
mizer with learning rate 0.0002 and mini-batch size 128. The
mFFDNet, if applied, is trained as delineated in the previous
subsection.

We first investigate the validity of the new metric for
forward channel estimation in Fig. 6 under Rayleigh fading
with Ko = 0 and ρ = 0 when M = 8 and N = 2. Fig.
6(a) provides the normalized MSE 1

ME[∥h − ĥ∥2] adopted
in [12], [14] whilst Fig. 6(b) provides the normalized MUSE
1
ME[USE(h, ĥ)] as the average SNR γ increases. In the
figures, LS/EVD and LMMSE/EVD denote the model-based
forward channel estimator described in Subsection IV-A us-
ing LS and LMMSE estimates for ĜN while DNN(MUSE)
and DNN(MSE) denote the DNN-based estimators employ-
ing MUSE and MSE for the loss function, respectively. For
the DNN-based estimators, we also consider two possible
input Y and Ỹ which leads to almost the same results.
Although the traditional MSE fails to unveil a performance
improvement as the SNR increases in Fig. 6(a), the proposed
MUSE reveals the improvement in Fig. 6(b). The DNN
with the MSE loss function is not trained in both MSE and
MUSE. However, the DNN with MUSE loss function has
been trained successfully to provide an improvement over the
LMMSE/EVD in MUSE. Thus, in the following results, we
use the normalized MUSE for the performance metric of the
forward channel estimators.

We next compare the normalized MUSE of ĥ obtained
with the model-based and learning-based estimators in Fig.
7 under the same configurations of Fig. 5; (M,N) = (8, 8)
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FIGURE 7. Normalized MUSE of ĥ in Rician fading with Ko = 2 and
ρ = 0.8: (a) (M,N) = (8, 8) (b) (M,N) = (8, 2).

in Fig. 7(a) and (M,N) = (8, 2) in Fig. 7(b) under Rician
fading with Ko = 2 and ρ = 0.8. We provide the one-step
DNN-based forward channel estimator from Y (Ỹ ) to ĥ in
comparison with the two-step EVD-based forward channel
estimators using LS, LMMSE, and mFFDNET for ĜN .
We also provide the mFFDNet followed by DNN for any
possible performance improvement. Again, the DNN either
with Y or with Ỹ shows indistinguishable performance. The
performance of the EVD-based forward channel estimators
complies with the performance of the backscatter channel
estimators shown in Fig. 5 so that mFFDNet/EVD provides
the best performance among LS/EVD, LMMSE/EVD, and
mFFDNET/EVD. The one-step DNN estimator provides the
performance comparable to that of mFFDNet/EVD for both
cases of N = 8 and N = 2. It is also observed that
mFFDNet/DNN does not improve the performance further so
that the DNN-based forward channel estimator is appropriate
if only forward channel estimation is required for transmit
beamforming.

Fig. 8 compares the performance of the forward channel
estimators in Rician fading with Ko = 2, and ρ = 0.8 by
varying number N of pilot symbols while fixing the number
of antennas to M = 8. The normalized MUSE of ĥ is shown
in Fig. 8(a) whilst the beamforming gain is provided in Fig.
8(b). The beamforming gain refers to the improvement of the
received power at the BD by implementing transmit beam-
forming w = ĥ∗/∥ĥ∥ for the M -antenna HAP compared
with the single-antenna HAP as follows.

GBF = E[Pω|hTw|2]
Pω = E

[
|hT ĥ∗|2

∥ĥ∥2

]
. (37)

As the number of pilot symbols increases, the normalized
MUSE of ĥ decreases and hence the beamforming gain
increases. It is observed that the gain of the proposed DNN
over the model-based estimator is larger in both MUSE an
beamforming gain as the number of pilot symbols is smaller
and the SNR gets lower since the model-based one suffers
from an error propagation with reduced pilot overhead and
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FIGURE 8. Performance of the forward channel estimators as the number N
of pilot symbols varies in Rician fading when M = 8, Ko = 2, and ρ = 0.8:
(a) normalized MUSE of ĥ (b) beamforming gain.
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FIGURE 9. Beamforming gain as a function of the number M of antennas in
Rician fading when N = 2, Ko = 2, and ρ = 0.8.

this adverse effect is larger in the lower SNR region. In this
regard, the DNN-baed forward channel estimator is more
attractive than the model-based one.

We next compare the performance of the forward channel
estimators as the number M of antennas increases while
fixing the number of pilot symbols to N = 2 in Fig. 9
under Rician fading with Ko = 2 and ρ = 0.8. The
normalized MUSE is similar irrespective of the number M
of antennas at the HAP (that is, irrespective of the number
of channel elements to be estimated) since the number of
observed data also increases by using M receive antennas.
The DNN provides a larger gain over the model-based ones
in the normalized MUSE and beamforming gain. The results
also show that the forward channel can be estimated with a
small number of pilot symbols even for a large-antenna case.
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has considered backscatter and forward channel
estimation problems for a monostatic multiantenna BCN in a
generalized fading model. We have tackled the problems with
mathematical modeling and deep learning. For backscatter
channel estimation, we have derived the suboptimal LMMSE
estimator by analyzing the channel statistics and have pre-
sented FFDNet-based estimators toward the optimal solution.
For forward channel estimation, we have proposed a DNN-
based estimator with a customized loss function to replace the
two-step model-based estimators. The FFDNet-based estima-
tors for the backscatter channel were shown to outperform
the LMMSE estimator as well as to improve the conventional
forward channel estimator. In addition, the DNN-based for-
ward channel estimator was shown to outperform the model-
based estimators with a larger gain for less pilot overhead and
more noisy channel.

.

APPENDIX A STATISTICS OF BACKSCATTER CHANNEL
We derive the mean vector µg and covariance matrix Cg of
the backscatter channel g = vec(hhT ) in terms of the mean
vector µh and covariance matrix Ch.

Note that the ith element of g is given by

[g]i = hphq i = 1, 2, · · · ,M2, (38)

where p = mod (i,M) + 1 and q = ⌊i/M⌋ + 1. By
expressing hp = µp + h̃p with µp = [µh]p and h̃p = [h̃]p,
we have

[µg]i = E[(µp + h̃p)(µq + h̃q)] = µpµq (39)

with E[h̃ph̃q] = 0 from the property of the zero-mean
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian h̃. By examining the
indices in (39), we can express µg = vec(µhµ

T
h).

The (i, j)th element of the covariance matrix Cg is given
by

[Cg]ij = E[(hphq − E[hphq])(hmhn − E[hmhn])
∗]

= E[(µph̃q + µqh̃p + h̃ph̃q)(µ
∗
mh̃∗

n + µ∗
nh̃

∗
m + h̃∗

mh̃∗
n)](40)

where m = mod (j,M) + 1 and n = ⌊j/M⌋ + 1. From
the properties of zero-mean circularly-symmetric complex
Gaussian h̃ ∼ CN (0,Ch) listed as [34]

E[h̃ph̃q] = E[h̃∗
ph̃

∗
q ] = 0, (41)

E[h̃ph̃
∗
q h̃

∗
n] = E[h̃∗

ph̃qh̃n] = 0, (42)

E[h̃ph̃qh̃
∗
mh̃∗

n] = E[h̃ph̃
∗
m]E[h̃qh̃

∗
n] + E[h̃qh̃

∗
m]E[h̃ph̃

∗
n],(43)

the expansion of (40) is written as

[Cb]ij = µpµ
∗
mE[h̃qh̃

∗
n] + µqµ

∗
mE[h̃ph̃

∗
n] + µpµ

∗
nE[h̃qh̃

∗
m]

+µqµ
∗
nE[h̃ph̃

∗
m]+E[h̃ph̃

∗
m]E[h̃qh̃

∗
n]+E[h̃qh̃

∗
m]E[h̃ph̃

∗
n]. (44)

Since µpµ
∗
q = [M]pq for M = µhµ

H
h and E[h̃ph̃

∗
m] =

[Ch]pm, we can express (44) as

[Cg]ij = [M]pm[Ch]qn + [M]qm[Ch]pn + [M]pn[Ch]qm

+[M]qn[Ch]pm + [Ch]pm[Ch]qn + [Ch]qm[Ch]pn. (45)

Finally, Cg can be expressed as (14) since [P ⊗ Q]ij =
[P ]pm[Q]qn and [TM2(P⊗Q)]ij = [P ]qm[Q]pn for P ,Q ∈
CM×M .
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